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ABSTRACT 
 

Scheduling is the collection of resources overtime to perform a collection of tasks. In a Job shop it is 
concerned with the simultaneous and synchronized ordering of operations on several machines. This paper 
proposes ACO meta-heuristic approach with new strategies in solving JSSP.  Priority rules and pheromone level 
play a major role during the construction of a solution. Different priority rules are analyzed and the best one is 
found. Various  parameters  used  in  the  approach  are  tuned.  Different  pheromone  updating  strategies  are 
discussed and the best strategy is applied in the proposed algorithm. The main characteristics of this model are 
positive feedback and distributed computation. The performance  of  the  algorithm  is tested  using  well known  
benchmark problems  and  also  compared  with  other  algorithms  in the literature showing that this approach 
improves the performance obtained by the basic ant colony system. 
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Introduction 
 

Well designed and efficient manufacturing systems are required to have the global business strategies. The 
prime contributor to the development of competitive market is the manufacturing industry which requires a good 
schedule. Scheduling is the allocation of resources to activities over time. Effective scheduling can improve 
production systems and the utilization of resources. Scheduling problems are very difficult to solve and are 
proved to be NP hard. The job shop scheduling problem (JSSP) is difficult combinatorial problems in classical 
scheduling theory R(7) and considered as closed and static. 

In the JSSP, a finite number of jobs are available and these jobs are processed by a finite number of 
machines. For each job, there is a sequence of operations, which needs to be processed without interruption for a 
given period of time on a given machine. Operations of the same job cannot be processed concurrently.  A 
feasible schedule is a sequence of operations on a machine ensuring the job shop constraints. A makespan is 
defined as the maximum completion time of the jobs. The objective of the JSSP is to find a schedule that 
minimizes the makespan. Obtaining exact solutions for such problems is computationally intractable R(8). 

Inspired by the study of ants conducted by R(9) , R(1,2,3,4) developed an algorithm named Ant System, 
which uses a population of co-operating ants also known as agents. The cooperation phenomenon among the 
ants is called foraging and recruiting behavior R(1,2,3,4). This describes how ants explore the world in search of 
food sources, then find their way back to the nest and indicate the food source to the other ants of the colony. To 
do so, ants use an indirect way to communicate through tracks of pheromone, a chemical substance that they can 
deposit on their paths. Each ant deposits a fraction of pheromone on the way back to the nest so as to indicate 
the source to the others. 

The  Ant  Colony  Optimization (ACO) algorithm,  developed  from  Ant  System, is a distributed algorithm  
used  to  solve  NP-hard  combinatorial  optimization  problems.  An  ACO  algorithm  has  two mechanisms:  
trail evaporation and optional  daemon actions. Trail evaporation is used to avoid  unlimited accumulation of 
pheromone trails on a single path by decreasing trail values over time. Daemon actions can be used to 
implement centralized actions which cannot be performed by single ants, such as the invocation of a local 
optimization procedure, or the update of global information to be used to decide whether to bias the search 
process from a non-local perspective R(5). Partial problem solutions are seen as states. The ACO algorithm lies 
in the loop, where in every iteration, each ant moves from a state to another one corresponding to a more 
complete partial solution. 
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Proposed Methodology (Implementing ACO for solving JSSP): 

 
Priority Dispatching Rules: 

 
The methods of updating the pheromone have more influence in solving JSSP instances. There are many 

number of rules to implement the updating of the pheromone trails. One variant of this rule called “Step 
pheromone  updating  rule”  is  introduced  and  this  proposed  work  reduces  the  computational  effort  and 
complexity of the algorithm by removing the application of variation parameter method used in various research 
works. There are four ways for applying this strategy. 

 
They are 

1. Step Local Pheromone Updating (SLPU) rule 
2. Step Global Pheromone Updating (SGPU) rule 
3. Step Sequence Pheromone Updating (SSPU) rule 
4. Step Parallel Pheromone Updating (SPPU) rule 
The local and global pheromones are updated as denoted in equation (1) and (2) respectively. 
 

            (1) 
 

            (2) 
 
In step pheromone updating rule, interval value is given and this value is used to decide whether the 

pheromone updating rule is applied during the execution of a cycle. The SLPU rule will ensure that for the first 
interval number of cycles, the local pheromone updating is applied and the next interval number of cycles, the 
local pheromone updating is not applied and vice versa. This will be repeated interchangeably till the 
termination criteria is met. Like this, SGPU rule is regarded with the global pheromone updating rule. In SSPU 
rule, for first interval local updation is applied and for the next interval global updation is applied and 
interchangeably these two updating rules are applied. In SPPU rule, during the first interval, both local updating 
and global updating rules are applied. During the next interval both updating rules are not applied. The interval 
value affects the quality of the solution. This value can be tuned like other parameters α,β and . 

 
Constructing the Solution: 

 
Initial Solution: 

 
To construct the solution, the parameters α,β and .values are tuned to produce better results. All nodes are 

represented by using the following matrix Z 
 

 
 
The matrix Z has one to one correspondence with technological matrix G and operation time matrix P. 

Every node in the disjunctive graph is also represented by using Z. The Initial pheromone value τ0  is calculated 
as 

 

                                                                         (3) 
 
where n is the number of jobs. L is the average of minimum and maximum operation time. The pheromone 

for all edges  for all i and j) are assigned by the value τ0.  
The initial solution is calculated as follows. Let S be the set of allowed nodes at particular decision point i. 

Initially S is calculated as 
 

                                                                                                                (4) 
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Hence S has nodes corresponding to the first operation of all the n jobs. Let T be the set of visited nodes and 
initially T is null. α and β represent the relative importance in probability of the amount of the pheromone and 
the operation time respectively. The probability for choosing the edge from decision point i to node j by the  
ant at the time t (initially t =0) is calculated by the following state transition rule. 

 

                                                                          (5) 
 
Hence this probability is the function of pheromone on the edges and operation time. As already noted,

 is inverse of the processing time of the operation denoted by the node  in S. Using this probability 
value Monte Carlo probability is calculated and a random number r is generated between 0 and 1. According to 
the values of Monte Carlo probability and the random number, a particular node  is visited and this node 
is added to the set T which contains the visited nodes and this node is also removed from the set S. Now the new 
node  is added to the set S. The node is produced by the conjunctive arc of the graph D. Like this, all 
the nodes in the set S are being visited one by one and added to the set T. If there cannot be a node produced by 
the conjunctive  arc of the particular job , the new node could not be added to 
the set S. Hence at this time the set S has the allowed nodes corresponding to the n-1 number of jobs. Generally 
after completion of q number of jobs in a job shop, S has n-q number of nodes. Finally the set T has all the nodes 
visited and set S would be empty. The set of nodes in T could form a path from the start to the end. The 
makespan value is calculated for this (1 ≤ k ≤ total ants) ant and is stored in the memory. If all the ants complete 
a tour, one cycle is completed. Let be the minimum makespan found. The new pheromone value for all the 
edges are assigned by 
 

 
 
for all i and j values. Hence all the edges receive this pheromone value. This is the initial solution 
found. 

 
Improving the Solution: 

 
(6) 

 
The constructed solution is improved using step pheromone updating rule. The step pheromone update 

strategy rule mentioned above is applied on the current solution. i.e. For local updating, the pheromone for all 
the edges in different paths of the ants is calculated as given in equation (1) and for global updating, the 
pheromone for all edges in ant’s path having lowest makespan is calculated as given in equation (2). These 
updations are based on the step interval value. Procedure StepUpdate( ) shows the step pheromone updating 
strategy. 

The procedure uses Boolean variables sspu, and sppu for SSPU and SPPU rules, interval value stepinterval 
to decide for pheromone updating and a Boolean variable step to flip the updation. Two more Boolean variables 
local and global are used to decide local and global pheromone updating respectively. Procedure StepUpdate( ) 
is called for each iteration. Local and global pheromone updating are decided by value of  the  Boolean  
variables local and  global  respectively. In  the  below procedure,  remainder  value  of  the expression CYCNO 
divided by stepinterval is used to find the interval to flip step Boolean variable. If step value is true, local 
updating or global updating or both can be applied according to values of the Boolean variables sspu and pspu, 
which correspond to SSPU and PSPU rules respectively. Local pheromone updating is carried out, if the value 
of local is true and global pheromone updating is carried out, if the value of global is true. Parameters α, β, ρ 
and q0  are set with 0.7, 0.9,  0.005 and 0.3 respectively. Number of ants used for testing is 2× m × n and step 
interval value is set to m + n. The interval value could be changed according to complexity ofthe problem so as 
to produce the best result with lesser number of iterations. 

 
Procedure StepUpdate( ) 
 
Inputs:   sspu – Boolean variable to represent SSPU rule 
sppu –  Boolean variable to represent PSPU rule 
step – Boolean variable to flip the pheromone updating 
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stepinterval – decide to flip step variable 
Outputs: local – Boolean variable for deciding local pheromone updating 
global – Boolean variable for deciding global pheromone updating 

Begin  
/*To flip the step value*/ 
If CYCNO%stepinterval = 0 //flipping once in stepinterval value 
If step = true Then 
Assign false to step 
Else 
Assign true to step 
EndIf 
EndIf 
/*To decide for sequential pheromone updating*/ If sspu = true Then 
If step = true Then 
Assign true to local,  Assign false to global 

Else  
Assign false to local, Assign true to global 
EndIf 

EndIf 
/*To decide for parallel pheromone updating*/ If sppu = true Then 
If step = true Then 
Assign true to local and global 
 
 
 
 
End 

Else 
Assign false to local and global 
EndIf 
EndIf 

 
Results and Discussion 

 
Parameter Tuning: 

 
Here the performance of the algorithm is shown for different parameter values. α and β are the two main 

parameters that influence the state transition rule. The algorithm is tested on the problem instance LA10 
(Lawrence 1984) for different values of  α and β with a range from 0.3 to 1.3 by increment value of 0.2. Optimal 
value for LA10 is 958. Results are given in Table 1, which shows number of iterations required to reach the 
optimal value for the problem instance LA10. Results show the average value of 5 runs for each entry. 

From Table 1, it is clear that the setting of α as 0.7 and β as 0.9 produces the optimal value at the iteration 
number 1028, which is bold in the table. From deviation of this settings (α < 0.7 or α > 0.7 and β < 0.9 or β> 
0.9), number of iterations is increased to reach the optimal solution. 

 
Table 1: Number of Iterations Required to Reach Optimal Value from Different Values of ? and ?for LA10 

 α = 0.3 α = 0.5 α = 0.7 α = 0.9 α = 1.1 α = 1.3 
?=0.3 2466 2243 1746 1632 1758 1879 
?=0.5 2598 2312 1598 1863 1937 1972 
?=0.7 2827 2736 1287 1093 1598 2288 
?=0.9 3187 2583 1028 1389 1865 2037 
?=1.1 3473 3138 1242 1909 2087 2321 
?=1.3 3652 3386 1486 2165 2284 2437 

 
Evaporation co-efficient (ρ) and variation parameter (q0) have much more influence on the performance of 

ACO algorithm. The evaporation coefficient controls pheromone evaporation during local pheromone updating 
and the variation parameter influences transition to the best node at a decision point during the construction of 
the partial solution. The algorithm is tested with several values of the evaporation coefficient ρ ∈  {0.0005, 
0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05} and the variation parameter q0 ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5} with the values of parameters 
α and β as 0.7 and 0.9 respectively. The tests reported here are based on a 10 × 10 problem instance LA20 
(Lawrence 1984), which has an optimal solution as 902. All tests have been carried out for 4000 iterations and 
are averaged over 5 runs. 

Table 2 shows number of iterations required to reach the optimal value for the problem instance LA20 with 
different values of ρ and q0. Dashed entries show the results, which are not optimal. The algorithm produces the 
best result with ρ = 0.005 and q0  = 0.3. If the evaporation level is decreased from 0.005, while decreasing the 
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variation parameter from 0.3, number of iterations is correspondingly increased, because of lesser evaporation of 
the pheromone so as to explore ants with different directions for more time. In contrary, increase of evaporation 
level larger than 0.005 causes more evaporation, which directs ants to prevent more exploration and encourages 
exploitation with directions richer in pheromone level. If both parameters ρ and q0 have larger values, the 
optimal value is not produced, because the algorithm is stuck in local minima. 

The  evaporation  level  is  decreased  for  larger  size  problems  and  increased  for  smaller  size problems 
to produce the optimal result with lesser number of iterations. The algorithm becomes general, if setting of 
variation parameter for all problems is depending upon the problem size. Hence, value 5/(n × m × 10) as the 
evaporation level produces optimal result or better upper bound value for any n × m problem. For example, in 
case of the problem instance LA20 analyzed in Table 2, n = 10 and m = 10 and expression  5/(n × m× 10) gives 
the value of evaporation level as 0.005, which produces the best result for LA20. 

 
Table 2: Number of Iterations Required to Reach Optimal Value from Different Values of ? and q0 for LA20 

  = 0.0005  = 0.001  = 0.005  = 0.01  = 0.05 
q0   = 0.0 2673 1867 1028 937 --- 
q0   = 0.1 2319 1682 907 862 --- 
q0   = 0.2 2145 1593 769 681 --- 
q0   = 0.3 1927 1312 654 --- --- 
q0   = 0.4 1806 1289 --- --- --- 
q0   = 0.5 1678 996 --- --- --- 

 
Figure 1 shows typical runs of the problem instance LA20 with different values of evaporation level, while 

q0 is set as 0.3. The algorithm produces the optimal value at the iterations 654 and 1312  with settings of  as 
0.005 and  as 0.001 respectively. Hence, if the evaporation level is increased, the optimal value is reached in 
minimal number of iterations. But it is clear from Figure 1 that if the evaporation level is increased beyond 
certain level, the algorithm converges earlier without producing the optimal value. This is true from the setting 
of  as 0.05, which cannot generate the optimal value and the algorithm is stuck in local minima. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Typical Runs of Problem Instance LA20 by Different Values of ? with q0  = 0.3 

 
The proposed step pheromone update strategies are tested using well known JSSP instances with α =0.7, β 

= 0.9 and q0= 0.3. The number of ants used for testing is n × m and the step interval value is set to 25. The 
interval value could be changed according to the complexity of the problem so as to produce the best result with 
lesser number of cycles. Table 3 shows the number of cycles required to reach the optimal makespan values for 
six instances of Lawrence series LA01, LA02, LA03, LA04, LA05 and LA10. 

 
Table 3: Number of cycles necessary to reach the optimal values by using SLUP, SGPU, SSPU and SPPU rules for six problems with α =  
              0.7, β = 0.9 and q0  = 0.3 

Problem 
instance 

Best makespan 
value 

Number of cycles to reach the concentration level at best 
SLPU rule SGPU rule SSPU rule SPPU rule 

LA01 666 2503 923 2145 1594 
LA02 655 3642 1214 2766 1903 
LA03 597 5238 1689 3128 2291 
LA04 590 5294 1926 3578 2689 
LA05 593 1650 609 1264 872 
LA10 958 7654 2497 4892 3926 

 
It is clear that pheromone trail update using SLPU rule results more cycles required to reach the optimal 

solution. By using SGPU rule lesser number of cycles are required to get the optimal value. In other two rules, 
SSPU and SPPU, the required cycles to produce the best result are moderate level between SLPU and SGPU 
rules. In SLPU rule, the global pheromone trail updating, which concentrates on the best path, is not applied so 
as to explore the ants to different paths and this results in more cycles to produce the optimal value. In SGPU 
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rule, only the pheromone trial update on the best path is carried so that the solution is produced in lesser number 
of cycles. In SSPU and SPPU rules, local and global pheromone updating are carried out so as to get the result 
in moderate number of cycles. To avoid stuck in local minima, exploring the ants in different directions over the 
search space is implicitly used in the proposed step pheromone update strategy. Also SPPU rule produces better 
result than SSPU rule, because local and global updating rules are applied in parallel in SPPU rule. Hence it is 
clear that sequential application of local and global update results in more cycles than the parallel application of 
these trial updates. 

The computational results are given for well known JSSP instances. Table 4 shows the optimal value 
obtained from new ACO are compared with the best solutions provided by some authors on different problems 
specified in the column 1. The column 2 shows the best solution found for each problem. The columns 3, 4 and5 
specify the results from R(6), R(10), R(11)  respectively. The results of the proposed algorithm are given in the 
column 6. It shows that the proposed algorithm has succeeded in getting the best solutions for some problems 
and also in improving the lower bound values when compared with other methods. Figure 2 shows the 
comparison of optimal values produced for well known problem instances with proposed algorithm. 

 

 
 
Fig. 2: Comparison  of  Optimal  values  produced  for  well  known  problem  instances  withProposed  
            Algorithm 
 
Table 4: Optimal values produced for well known problem instances 

FT06 55 55 55 55 55 
FT10 930 937 937 936 935 
LA01 666 672 672 668 670 
LA02 655 659 659 657 656 
LA03 597 612 607 604 604 
LA04 590 603 602 596 598 
LA05 593 593 593 593 593 
LA06 926 931 932 928 928 
LA16 945 963 965 957 952 
LA20 902 902 902 902 902 
ABZ5 1234 1248 1252 1244 1239 
ABZ6 943 956 964 952 958 
ABZ7 656 730 736 722 695 
ABZ8 665 782 784 778 731 
ABZ9 679 762 762 746 742 

 
Conclusion: 

 
It is clear from the above discussion that sequential application of local and global update results in more  

cycles  than  the  parallel  application  of these  trial  updates.  Also  the  comparative  results  of  various 
algorithms with the optimal value (Table 4) shows that the proposed algorithm has succeeded in getting the 
optimal solutions for some of the problem instances. 
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